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Proposal in response to PolygonDAO call for Concepts (01-30 November 2022).
Open Therapeutics Incentivizes Scientific Research and its Facilitators using a Blockchain Infrastructure.
Several studies have shown that incentives could benefit researchers. An idea is successful incentives would
lead to better reported outcomes. Much of the problem with incentives is the difficulty with their deployment
and management. 1 2 3 4
Open science enabled by Decentralized Science (DeSci) could lead to an incentive system that works.
To that, Open Therapeutics team of recognized scientists and software engineers acting as a U.S. Benefit Corp
(B Corp) are at this very moment launching the free open science Therapoid.net platform enabled by Polygon.
In short, Therapoid provides collaborating students and researchers with rewards, kudos,
reputation, visibility, and financial incentives.
Our DeSci open science model (call it “DeSciOS”) enables the true adoption of the open science
principles of Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability (FAIR). To do this, Therapoid builds
upon these generally accepted open science principles:
1. Methodology
2. Source
3. Data
4. Access
5. Peer review
6. Educational resources
*[We add “scholarship”.]
Therapoid interconnects all the sciences into a unified cross-cultural interdisciplinary platform. This extends the
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) disciplines to now include the broader disciplines of
Science, Technology, Reading, Arts, and Math (STREAM).
Therapoid provides incentives to students, researchers, citizen scientists, and the public with:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ERC20-based ScienceCoins (SCI). These are provided to the members as they use Therapoid.
Grant funding. We provide micro-grants and host grantors.
Free equipment. We host unused equipment that researchers can freely access.
Discussion forums. The foundational feature of Therapoid are its message boards. One might think of
this as an improved Reddit-like environment. In a breakthrough, not only are SCI provided to
interactors, but the community can award DOIs to generated message content.
5. Intellectual properties (IP). We collect and provide IP from organizations around the world. Not only are
SCI awarded for the advancement of IP, but that IP is managed by ERC721-based NFTs. All IP/NFTs
are managed under a Creative Commons 4.0 ShareAlike license model.
We believe the biggest incentive for our members is being seen by employment and academic recruiters, coauthors, funders, press, and society at large.
One might say: Be Open. Be Seen.
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